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How B-to-B catalog vets Chuck Moyer and
Mike Wessner applied their J&L Industrial Supply
turnaround tactics to Conney Safety Products

F

resh off the sale of their
last turnaround project — the reinvigorated
J&L Industrial Supply
to MSC Industrial Direct in June
2006 — Chuck Moyer and Mike
Wessner set their sights on a new
opportunity. After an exhaustive
search process, these two B-to-B
cataloging lifers targeted 63-yearold Conney Safety Products. In
a deal financed by the private
equity firm CI Capital, Moyer
and Wessner acquired the company from its parent
firm, K+K America, in October 2007.
Conney was attractive for several reasons, says
Moyer, who serves as Conney’s COO. With regard
to receivables, payables and inventory, it was a very
“clean” company financially. It was a well-established
brand in the safety goods community. What’s more,
the company had a history of strong customer service.
But at the same time, “it was really underperforming,
both from a profit-building and growth standpoint,”
Moyer says. “We like underperforming companies
that we can fix.”

Emphasizing Infrastructure

First on their agenda was to implement more robust systems and processes to spur productivity — particularly in
the call center and warehouse. When Moyer and Wessner
(now Conney’s CEO) acquired the company, the average day-to-day productivity of a call-center rep was 20 to
25 calls a day. The pair’s previous experience at J&L told
them this was way too low. So in a little more than a year,
that number has swelled to just less than 70 calls per day.
Likewise, the distribution center’s productivity jumped
from 10 lines processed per man-hour to nearly 16.5.
In addition to the call center and warehouse, Conney
has invested in upgrading its IT and CRM systems as
well to gain a better understanding of its customers.
It also launched a telesales channel, something that’s
worked in the past for Moyer and Wessner.
“We wanted to take [Conney’s] existing business
model and refine it and define it more clearly

through a series of distinct sales
channels,” Wessner says. “The
telesales channel was a big part
of our success at J&L.”
With its beefed up infrastructure in place, Conney realized
a more efficient and productive
work environment, allowing it to
redeploy employees into the telesales department without hiring
more staff.

Shift in Catalog Strategy

The company also redefined and reduced the catalog’s role in the business. The catalog was mailed
only once in 2008, down from three drops per year
under prior ownership. In addition to mailing less
frequently, Conney slashed catalog circulation by
85 percent to 100,000 — the result of no longer
mailing to prospects. As Moyer explains, the book
now serves as more of a reference guide than direct
selling tool.
To compensate for the lost catalog revenue, Conney
has invested more heavily in online marketing tools.
Last November, Conney effectively redesigned its Web
site, which had been accounting for just 5 percent of all
company orders. As of press time, that figure jumped
to 22 percent. Moyer believes it will top 30 percent this
year, and ultimately 50 percent.
To maintain a steady stream of new business, search
has become Conney’s primary customer acquisition
tool. The redesigned Web site has been optimized for
search engine optimization.
As for e-mail, Moyer says Conney contacts its customers on a regular basis, with response rates staying “pretty
robust” despite the reduced role of the catalog.

Remerchandised Books

Not only did Moyer and Wessner change the frequency and circulation of the catalog, the book
itself was redesigned. Launched last September, the
redesign bucks traditional B-to-B layout, which typically displays products by brand. Conney’s book now
groups its products by type. This allows customers
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his time at J&L. This data helps Conney identify areas
The catalog — generally about 450 pages — contains where it can grow market share, both from a product
several new products. Among the most notable are gas and customer account level.
monitors from Industrial Scientific Corp., a manufac“We’re providing Conney with marketing data that
turer that Conney’s previous owners tried unsucessfully tells it what its true market share is and where its opporto sign to a distribution contract for years. Conney’s tunities are,” says Industrial Marketing Information
new business model and vision for the future proved to President Rusty Duncan. “Its sales and marketing orgabe the selling points for Industrial Scientific.
nizations aren’t wasting time trying to increase their
market share on an account that really doesn’t have any
market share to be increased.”
Attractive Business Model
This isn’t to say Conney is immune to challenges.
“We were impressed with their vision of the future In addition to the economy, sourcing products and
for Conney Safety,” says Kevin Miller, vice president managing suppliers have proven difficult. In particular,
of global sales, services and marketing for Industrial many of the products Conney sells shifted rapidly last
Scientific. “That’s not something we’d seen in the year from being very inflationary to deflationary.
“The earth is shifting underneath our feet, so we
past. We were also impressed with their model — a
have
to be very vigilant,” Wessner notes. “Every time
combination of telesales and subject matter expertise,
plus the catalog and Web site. They were going to staff we replenish a product, we must buy at the right level
subject matter experts over the phone who had a focus as opposed to being artificially high. We’ve seen some
on safety and instrumentation. When a customer buys pricing changes of product that are different by 25
a gas monitor, somebody in that purchasing process percent from August to now. That’s a lot of change
needs to understand what monitor to buy, be it the in a very short period of time. Being able to get your
end-user customer, one of our resellers or distributors, arms around all the products and suppliers to make
or one of our district sales managers. The combina- sure you’ve got the deal for today is a big challenge
tion of what we saw from Chuck and his vision and for anybody.” «
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